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Communications System Performance and Design
in the Presence of Radar Interference
Narueporn Nartasilpa , Ahmad Salim , Daniela Tuninetti, and Natasha Devroye

Abstract— Increasing demands for spectrum have necessitated
the coexistence of communications and radar systems within
the same band. This paper investigates how an unaltered radar
system affects the performance of a communications receiver. For
a single-carrier communications system, it is shown that a low
power radar signal can be treated as Gaussian noise while a
strong radar signal can be subtracted off the received signal, but
in doing so one of the two signal dimensions is lost. Complex-
valued constellation design problems are next proposed, with
the goal of either minimizing the error rate under a power
constraint, or maximizing the transmission rate under both
error rate and power constraints. Numerically, the designed
constellation is shaped as a concentric hexagon for weak radar
interference while it morphs into an uneven pulse amplitude
modulation for strong interference. A multi-carrier orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing communications system is lastly
considered. Due to the radar interference, the received signal
becomes correlated over time and across carriers. To reduce the
complexity of the optimal receiver, several suboptimal decoders
are analyzed, among which the one that discards the correlations
between subcarriers is numerically found to perform close to the
optimal one.

Index Terms— Spectrum sharing, radar interference, commu-
nications system, OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE solution to the problem of ever-increasing demands
for spectrum by wireless services is to allow communi-

cations systems to utilize spectrum traditionally allocated to
radar systems. This has prompted a great deal of research on
radar-communications spectrum sharing [1], [2], in particular
in the S-band (2-4 GHz), where communications systems
(e.g., WiFi and Long-Term Evolution (LTE)) and radar sys-
tems (e.g., Air Traffic Control (ATC), Navy surveillance, and
weather) operate. When the two systems co-exist in the same
band and operate at the same time, they interfere with one
another. Novel solutions for efficient and fair spectrum sharing
are needed.

One straightforward solution is to split the available
resources (in time or frequency) through policy so that each
system operates independently and interference is avoided
altogether. For example, Shajaiah et al. [3] proposed a
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time-frequency (carrier by carrier) resource allocation algo-
rithm for co-existing LTE advanced cellular and S-band radar
systems. Such resource allocation schemes lead to orthogonal
resource allocation, quite different from the simultaneous,
overlapping frequency spectrum sharing studied here.

Another solution to the spectrum sharing problem is to
retrofit one system so as to better withstand the effect of the
other when they operate over the same time and frequency
bands. For example, how to spectrally shape a radar waveform
such that the radar’s detection performance is not compro-
mised while ensuring that legacy communications systems
keep their error rates close to the interference-free scenario
is considered in [4]. The work in [5] proposed adding a
column interleaver/de-interleaver and a log likelihood ratio
mapping function to a Wi-Fi system to mitigate the impact
of the unaltered radar interference. The work discussed here
falls into this retro-fitting category, where we look at how
the communications system can alter its transmit and receive
chains to better withstand the effect of radar interference.

Rather than retrofitting one system, one could opt to re-
design and co-design both the communications and radar
systems. In [6], it was concluded that a co-design is key
in improving the performance of co-existing architectures,
and co-designs have attracted much recent attention, see for
example [7] and references therein. In contrast to the resource
allocation (orthogonalizing) approach of [3], a framework for
a joint radar-communications system was introduced in [8],
where only one transmitted signal (decoupled into training and
data portions) is used for simultaneous operations for both
systems. The optimal training signals are shown to produce
the largest lower bound on the communications rate as well
as the maximum probability of detection. The work in [8] con-
sidered a scenario where both the radar and communications
systems share a transmitter and receiver. Waveform design is
another popular co-design scheme. This technique utilizes the
characteristics of the other system’s signal so as to improve
each system’s performance through carefully designing their
transmitted waveforms [9]–[12]. These co-design schemes
differ from the presented scheme here, in which the radar
system is left unaltered.

OFDM-based co-existence has also been of recent interest.
For example, a co-operative spectrum sharing scheme for a
matrix completion based colocated Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) radar and MIMO communications systems
was presented in [13]. There, transmit precoding at the radar
and the communications system antennas is used to maximize
the radar signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio while meeting
certain communications rate and power constraints. An LTE
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packet scheduling algorithm, based on channel sensing,
was proposed in [14] for spectrum allocation for an LTE
system during the period between radar pulses resulting
in a slight performance degradation for the LTE system.
Wang et al. [15] concluded that moderate frequency and range
separation makes the spectrum sharing between a scanning
ATC radar and an LTE cellular network possible with tolerable
performance degradations.

While there have been many studies on how radar and
communications systems can co-exist within tolerable per-
formance degradation, clear insights on how unaltered radar
and communications systems affect one another has not
been investigated much despite its relevance to better deter-
mine which technology should be pursued for reliable radar-
communications coexistence. Herein, our research is mainly
focused on the performance of a communications receiver with
interference from unaltered radar signals. The findings of this
work are relevant for systems where changing the hardware
may be too costly, but further digital signal processing of the
baseband received signal is viable. This work, together with
the results on the probabilities of detection and false alarm
of a radar system with interfering unaltered communications
signals in [16], can be used to benchmark the performance of
actual co-design schemes (where both systems are altered).

This paper focuses on two types of communications sys-
tems: a single-carrier, and a multi-carrier systems. It is in part
based on our prior conference work, where we analyzed the
error rate performance [17] and the constellation design [18]
for a single-carrier communications system interfered by a
radar signal. In this journal paper, we also report on the
error rate performance of a multi-carrier communications
system. The channel model utilized in both scenarios is taken
from [19], where we derived a model for the radar interference
at an OFDM receiver. The contributions of this paper are:

1) An in-depth analysis of a single-carrier communications
system suffering from weak, intermediate, and strong
radar interference including the system model, detection
schemes, and error performances.

2) Design of two-dimensional signal constellations in the
low and high radar interference regimes, based on two
different problems: maximizing the transmission rate
subject to average power and error rate constraints, and
minimizing the symbol error rate subject to average
power and fixed rate constraints.

3) Comprehensive numerical evaluations of the error rate
performance for the optimal Maximum Likelihood
(ML) and of suboptimal decoders in an OFDM-based
multi-carrier communications system with additive
white Gaussian noise and rectangular-pulsed radar
interference.

4) Identifying as the best performing suboptimal receiver
the one that only accounts for time correlation but
discards frequency correlation, and whose error rate
performance is slightly inferior to that of the optimal
ML receiver but at a significantly reduced computational
complexity.

This paper is organized as follows. A single-carrier com-
munications system under the effect of radar interference

of various power levels is investigated in Section II.
Section III presents an OFDM-based multi-carrier communi-
cations receiver in the presence of radar signal as well as its
detection schemes, and the error rate performance analysis of
various decoders. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. SINGLE-CARRIER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

First we look at a single-carrier communications system
affected by a radar interference, which is a special case of the
OFDM-based multi-carrier communications receiver analyzed
in Section III but for which analytical evaluations are more
tractable. In this section, we analytically derive the optimal
ML detection scheme then present the error rate expressions
for optimal and suboptimal decoders. Finally, we design signal
constellations for two different optimization problems: (a) to
maximize the transmission rate under average power and error
rate constraints, and (b) to minimize the probability of error
under a certain power budget and a fixed rate condition.

A. System Model and Detection Schemes

Radar systems periodically transmit pulses of large
amplitude1 and short duration, while communications sys-
tems generally send signals of significantly lower power,
smaller bandwidth, and 100% duty-cycle. This implies that
a narrowband communications system experiences the radar
interference as an approximately amplitude-constant additive
signal. This amplitude can be accurately estimated by, for
example, listening periodically to the channel for some time
prior to transmission, which is doable because of the slowly
varying parameters of the radar system. The phase shift, on the
other hand, is from the multiplication of the radar carrier
frequency by the radar pulse propagation delay; even a small
variation in propagation delay causes a large phase difference,
which may be difficult to track; for this reason and similar
to well accepted fading models [21], the phase is assumed
unknown and uniformly distributed on [0, 2π]. This assumption
is consistent with [19], which shows that the joint distribution
of the radar amplitude and phase consists of a union of
multiple constant amplitudes, uniform phase pieces. In other
words, for several amplitudes, the joint distribution of the
radar interference amplitude and phase is uniformly distributed
across the phase (for each given amplitude); moreover, one of
the amplitudes clearly dominates the others. In the following
single-carrier system, we thus approximate the radar interfer-
ence at the communications receiver as an additive signal with
known amplitude and unknown uniform phase.

The discrete-time complex-valued received signal at the
single-carrier communications receiver is

Y =
√

SX +
√

IejΘ + Z, (1)

where X is the transmitted symbol from the constellation
X = {x1, . . . , xM} of unit-energy and equally-likely points,

1Since the radar power is significantly higher than the communications
power, the analog-to-digital converter at the communications receiver might
not see the small communications signal. This may be an issue in practice,
but can be mitigated [20]. Note that mitigating this effect is not the focus of
this work.
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Θ is the radar phase uniform in [0, 2π), and Z is a zero-mean
unit-variance proper-complex Gaussian noise. The random
variables (X,Θ, Z) are mutually independent. S denotes the
average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the communications
signal, while I denotes the average Interference-to-Noise Ratio
(INR) of the radar interference. The pair (S, I) are assumed
known and fixed at the communications receiver.

For this single-carrier system, we have adopted the standard
narrow-band frequency-flat slowly-varying fading model, and
thus assumed that the channel gain (

√
S) is known (i.e., has

been accurately estimated via pilot tones) at the receiver.
The probabilities of error are reported next for a fixed S.
For time-varying channels, one should average the error rate
expressions derived in this paper over the assumed statistics
for S. As detailed later in Section III, the joint distribution of
the radar amplitude and phase can be approximated by a single
dominant amplitude and a uniform phase for many different
radar pulse shapes; for this reason, if the channel between
the radar transmitter and the communications receiver distorts
the radar waveform, such a distortion only causes the value
of the dominant amplitude to change; the assumption in this
work is that the power of such a dominant amplitude (I) can
be accurately estimated and thus can be assumed known at
the communications receiver. For time-varying channels, one
should average the error rate expressions derived in this paper
over the assumed statistics for I.

Based on the above listed assumptions, the distribution of
the channel output Y in (1) conditioned on the transmitted
communications symbol X and the radar phase Θ is

fY |X,Θ(y|x, θ) =
e−|y−√

Sx−√
Iejθ |2

π
, y, x ∈ C, θ ∈ [0, 2π).

(2)

Since the radar phase is unknown, the channel output condi-
tional distribution is

fY |X(y|x) = EΘ[fY |X,Θ(y|x, θ)]

=
1
2π

� 2π

0

1
π
e−|y−√

Sx|2−I+2�{(y−√
Sx�)

√
Ie−jΘ}dθ

=
1
π
e−|y−√

Sx|2−II0
�
2
√

I|y −
√

Sx�|
�
, (3)

where the equality in (3) follows from the definition of I0,
the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order zero
[22, eq. (9.6.16)].

The optimal ML decoder for the channel in (3) chooses an
estimate of the transmitted symbol x� ∈ C

�̂(OPT)(y) = arg max
�∈[1:M ]

fY |X(y|x�)

= arg min
�∈[1:M ]

�
|y −

√
Sx�|2 − ln I0

�
2
√

I|y −
√

Sx�|
��
.

(4)

We next thoroughly investigate two regimes for the decoder
in (4): weak radar interference when the INR is low compared
to the SNR, and (very) strong radar interference when the INR
is (much) higher than the SNR.

1) Low INR Regime: When I � S, from [22, eq. (9.6.12)],
we have I0(z) ∼= 1 for |z| � 1 in (4). As a result, the optimal
ML decoder in (4) can be approximated as

�̂(OPT)(y) ∼= argmin
�∈[1:M ]

|y −
√

Sx�|2 =: �̂(TIN)(y). (5)

We can see that the decoder at low INR is actually the
minimum Euclidean distance decoder implying that the radar
interference is treated as Gaussian noise at low INR. We refer
to the decoder in (5) as the ‘TIN’ decoder, in which ‘TIN’
stands for Treat Interference as Noise.

2) High INR Regime: When I � S, from [22, eq. (9.7.1)],
we have I0(z) ∼= e|z| for |z| � 1 in (4). As a result,
the optimal ML decoder in (4) can be approximated as

�̂(OPT)(y) ∼= argmin
�∈[1:M ]

�
|y −

√
Sx�| −

√
I
�2

=: �̂(IC)(y). (6)

We refer to the decoder in (6) as the ‘IC’ decoder, in which
‘IC’ stands for Interference Cancellation.

B. Decision Regions

In this section we take a closer look at the decoding regions
of the optimal (ML) and suboptimal (TIN and IC) detection
schemes to get a better visualization of differences between
having only Gaussian noise and having both Gaussian noise
and radar interference.

Optimal ML receiver in (4): point x� is preferred to xk if

|y −
√

Sx�|2 − ln I0
�
2
√

I|y −
√

Sx�|
�

< |y −
√

Sxk|2 − ln I0
�
2
√

I|y −
√

Sxk|
�
. (7)

1) Low INR Regime: For I � S, the TIN receiver in (5)
prefers point x� to xk if

|y −
√

Sx�|2 < |y −
√

Sxk|2. (8)

In other words, the TIN receiver decodes x� if the received
signal y is closer in Euclidean distance to x� than xk, as in
the AWGN-only channel.

2) High INR Regime: For I � S, the IC receiver in (6)
prefers point x� to xk if�

|y −
√

Sx�| −
√

I
�2

<
�
|y −

√
Sxk| −

√
I
�2

. (9)

Let dy,� := |y−√
Sx�| be the Euclidean distance between the

received signal y and the constellation point x�. The expression
in (9), which is no longer a minimum Euclidean distance
decoder, can be separated into the following cases:

Case 1:
|y −√

Sx�| >
√

I

|y −√
Sxk| >

√
I

�
if dy,� < dy,k
(i.e. y is closer to x�);

Case 2:
|y −√

Sx�| >
√

I

|y −√
Sxk| ≤

√
I

�
if
dy,� + dy,k

2
<

√
I;

Case 3:
|y −√

Sx�| ≤
√

I

|y −√
Sxk| >

√
I

�
if
dy,� + dy,k

2
≥

√
I;

Case 4:
|y −√

Sx�| ≤
√

I

|y −√
Sxk| ≤

√
I

�
if dy,� ≥ dy,k
(i.e. y is further from x�).

In other words, the shape of a decoding region depends on the
minimum Euclidean distance (case 1), the maximum Euclidean
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TABLE I

THE OPTIMAL AND SUBOPTIMAL IC DECODING REGIONS FOR 8-PSK AT SDB = 10 IN DIFFERENT REGIMES

distance (case 4), or the average distances (cases 2 and 3) that
cause “sliced areas” as seen later in Table I. Hence, the IC
decoder produces decoding regions that spread across multiple
disjoint subsets of C, rather than being the Voronoi region of
a constellation point (as for the TIN decoder).

Table I shows the optimal and suboptimal decoding regions
for an 8-PSK constellation at SdB = 10 dB for different INR’s.
The red bullets represent a constellation point numbered from
1 to 8. The decoding regions of the TIN decoder are the
same as the optimal ML decoding regions at IdB = 0.25
and do not depend on the INR. For the AWGN (I = 0)
case, all decoders yield exactly the same decoding regions,
based on the minimum distance only. At low INR (IdB =
0.25SdB), the decoding regions of the IC decoder shows visual
differences compared with those of the optimal one. At mid
INR (IdB = SdB), the IC decoder produces similar shapes

(but slightly larger) as the optimal ML decoder. At high INR
(IdB = 1.5SdB), the IC decoding regions are almost identical
as the optimal ML ones.

Based on these results, we expect the TIN decoder to be
very good at low INR (I � S); as I increases, the optimal
decoding regions spread to other regions and the IC decoder
should be better than the TIN decoder at mid INR (I ∼= S);
as I further increases much higher than S, the IC decoder
should be very good and approach the performance of the
optimal one at high INR (I � S). This intuition is next
formalized.

C. Symbol Error Rate (SER) Analysis

We analyze the SER of the suboptimal TIN (in (5)) and IC
(in (6)) decoders at low and high INR.
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Low INR Regime: The probability of error of the optimal
ML decoder is upper bounded by that of the TIN decoder as

P (OPT)
e

≤ P (TIN)
e

=
1
M

M�
�=1

P

	
|Y −

√
Sx�|2 > min

k:k �=�
|Y −

√
Sxk|2




X = x�

�

=
1
M

M�
�=1

P

�
	

(
√

IejΘ+Z)e−j∠(xk−x�)
�
>

√
Sdk,�
2

∃k �=�
�

≤ 1
M

�
(�,k)∈[M ]2

k �=�

P

�
	

(
√

IejΘ+Z)e−j∠(xk−x�)
�
>

√
Sdk,�
2

�

(10)

≈ NminEΘ

�
Q

��
Sd2

min

2
−

√
2I cos(Θ)

��
, (11)

where (10) follows by the union bound. The expression
in (10) no longer depends on ∠(xk − x�) because for a
circularly symmetric random variable Z and an angle φ,
we have Ze−jφ ∼ Z , and for a uniformly distributed random
variable Θ and an angle φ, we have cos(Θ + φ) ∼ cos(Θ);
therefore, this expression is only a function of dk,� :=
|xk − x�|. Finally in (11), we have defined dmin :=
mink:k �=� dk,� and Nmin as the average number of nearest
neighbors. The approximation in (11) is usually referred to
as the Nearest Neighbor Union Bound (NNUB) [23] and is
tight at high SNR. The approximation in (11) can be made a
firm upper bound on P (TIN)

e by replacing Nmin with M − 1.
High INR Regime: The probability of error of the optimal

ML decoder is upper bounded by that of the IC decoder as

P (OPT)
e ≤ P (IC)

e =
1
M

M�
�=1

P

	�
|y −

√
Sx�| −

√
I
�2

> min
k:k �=�

�
|y −

√
Sxk| −

√
I
�2 


X = x�

�

I�S�1≈ 1
M

M�
�=1

P

�
Zeqsign (rk(Θ) − r�(Θ))

>

√
S|rk(Θ) − r�(Θ)|

2
∃k �= �

�

=
1
M

M�
�=1

EΘ

�
Q
�
Δ+
k,�(Θ)

�
+Q
�
Δ−
k,�(Θ)

��
,

(12)

where, based on the derivations in Appendix A, we have

r�(Θ) := 	{e−jΘx�} ∀� ∈ [1 : M ], Zeq ∼ NR(0,
1
2
),

(13)

Δ+
k,�(Θ) := min

k:k �=�
sign(rk(Θ)−r�(Θ))≥0

�
S

2



rk(Θ) − r�(Θ)


, (14)

Δ−
k,�(Θ) := min

k:k �=�
sign(rk(Θ)−r�(Θ))<0

�
S

2



rk(Θ) − r�(Θ)


. (15)

We note that the approximation in (12) does not have a simple
interpretation as (11) in terms of geometric properties of the
constellation; it is, however, easy to evaluate numerically.

Next, we analyze the SER expressions in (11) and (12) for
commonly-used signal constellations.

1) Pulse-Amplitude Modulation (PAM):
a) Low INR Regime: For I < S, the error probability of

the TIN decoder in (11) is

P (ML)
e,PAM ≤ P (TIN)

e,PAM ≈ 2
�

1 − 1
M

�

×EΘ

�
Q

��
6S

M2 − 1
−
√

2I cos(Θ)

��
,

where the term 2
�
1 − 1

M

�
is the average number of nearest

neighbors and
�

12
M2−1 the minimum distance of an M -PAM.

b) High INR Regime: For I � S, the error probability of
the IC decoder in (12), by the NNUB applied to (12), is

P (ML)
e,PAM ≤ P (IC)

e,PAM
I�S�1≈ 2

�
1 − 1

M

�

×EΘ

�
Q

��
6S

M2 − 1
cos2(Θ)

��
,

whose derivation can be found in Appendix B.
2) Square Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM):

a) Low INR Regime: For I < S, the error probability of
the TIN decoder in (11) is

P (ML)
e,QAM ≤ P (TIN)

e,QAM ≈ 4
�

1 − 1√
M

�

×EΘ

�
Q

��
3S

M − 1
−
√

2I cos(Θ)

��
,

where the term 4
�
1 − 1√

M

�
is the average number of nearest

neighbors and
�

6
M−1 the minimum distance of an M -QAM.

b) High INR Regime: For I � S, the error probability
of the IC decoder is given by (12) as the functions Δ±

k,�(Θ)
in (14)-(15) cannot be expressed in simple terms for the
M -QAM but can be done numerically.

3) Phase-Shift Keying (PSK):
a) Low INR Regime: For I < S, the error probability of

the TIN decoder in (11) is

P (ML)
e,PSK ≤ P (TIN)

e,PSK ≈ 2EΘ

�
Q
�√

2S sin
� π
M

�
−
√

2I cos(Θ)
��
,

where 2 is the average number of nearest neighbors and
2 sin

�
π
M

�
the minimum distance for an M -PSK.

b) High INR Regime: For I � S, the error probability
of the IC decoder is given by (12) as the functions Δ±

k,�(Θ)
in (14)-(15) cannot be expressed in simple terms for the
M -PSK but can be numerically evaluated.

With these SER approximations for commonly-used con-
stellations, we can then compare the performance of various
decoders in terms of error rates.
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Fig. 1. Top: Optimal decoding regions for S = 10 dB and I = 15 dB. Bottom: SER vs I for S = 10 dB.

D. SER Performance Evaluations

Here we report the optimal decoding regions and SER
performance for the 16-PAM, 16-QAM, and 16-PSK constel-
lations. The optimal decoding regions at S = 10 dB and
I = 15 dB are at the top of Fig. 1, and the red bullets denote the
constellation points numbered from 1 to 16. The SER curves
are plotted against the INR (in dB) normalized by a fixed SNR
of 10 dB at the bottom of Fig. 1. The lowest SER is at I = 0
corresponding to the AWGN-only channel. The SER increases
with INR (while keeping the SNR fixed) until it reaches its
highest value at around IdB/SdB

∼= 1; then it decreases and
flattens out to an asymptote given by the SER expression
in (12) in the limit for I → ∞. As expected, the TIN decoder
provides an excellent approximation for the performance of the
optimal ML decoder at low INR while the IC decoder does
not perform as well in general in this regime. The opposite
holds for high INR where the IC decoder is not much off
compared to the optimal decoder–unexpectedly, even for low
INR. We have normalized the (varying) IdB by the (fixed) SdB

to highlight that the highest error rate occurs at SNR ∼= INR.
Similar plots can be obtained by fixing different values of SNR
(See Fig. 3(a) in Appendix C for more details).

E. Signal Constellation Design

Given the performance of commonly used constellations
designed for the AWGN-only channel, a natural question is
whether constellations optimized for the channel in (4) would

have different shapes and properties. Here we are interested
in designing two-dimensional signal constellations so as to
optimize the communications system performance in the pres-
ence of a radar signal. We look at two optimization problems:
(1) maximize the transmission rate, and (2) minimize the
error rate. The performance comparison between the designed
constellations and the commonly-used ones is presented later.

1) Optimization Formulation for Maximizing the Transmis-
sion Rate: Our goal is to design a constellation with the largest
rate (i.e., number of points M ) subject to a given average
SER and average power constraints. Mathematically, for some
desired maximum SER value of ε, we aim to determine

M (OPT)(ε) := max M (16)
s.t. X = {x1, · · · , xM}, (16a)

Pe(X ) ≤ ε, (16b)

1
M

M�
�=1

|x�|2 ≤ 1, x� ∈ C, (16c)

where Pe(X ) is the SER approximation of the optimal ML
decoder for the constellation X in (16a), and is given by (11) at
low INR and (12) at high INR. This implies that the location of
the constellation points in (16a) has to be optimized to satisfy
the constraints for the average SER in (16b) and average power
in (16c).

In our optimization algorithm, we start by fixing the number
of points M (as small as 2) and find such a signal constel-
lation that minimizes the SER approximations of the optimal
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TABLE II

DESIGNED CONSTELLATIONS WITH MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION RATES AT VARIOUS SdB AND IdB = 0.25SdB

decoder; if the SER for the found constellation satisfies (16b)
then we increase M by 1 and repeat these steps until the
maximum SER requirement is violated. We then obtain the
constellation with largest M (OPT) under the given constraints.

2) Optimization Formulation for Minimizing the Error Rate:
Here we consider the problem of the constellation design that
minimizes the SER subject to fixed rate (constellation size)
and power constraints

P (OPT)
e (M) = min Pe(X ) (17)

s.t. X = {x1, · · · , xM}, (17a)

1
M

M�
�=1

|x�|2 ≤ 1, x� ∈ C. (17b)

In our optimization algorithm, we fix the constellation size
M and find such a signal constellation that minimizes the SER
approximations of the optimal decoder within a power budget.

We note that in both (non-convex) optimization problems,
we use the numerical Global Search (GS) method in [24],
which is available in the MATLAB Global Optimization Tool-
box. GS is a gradient-based algorithm that uses a scatter-search
mechanism to generate multiple randomized start points then
analyzes and rejects the points that are unlikely to improve
the best local minimum found so far. GS attempts to find the
function’s global minima by finding and comparing different
local minima of smooth nonlinear optimization problem; thus,
the results are not always guaranteed to be globally optimal.
In order to minimize the chance of having found a local
optimum, we run the GS method multiple times with different
start points as well as other parameters.

3) Optimization Results for Constellations With Maximal
Rate: We show here the results from the optimization problem
in Subsection II-E1, where we aim to design a complex-valued
constellation that can achieve the largest number of points
M (OPT) subject to average power and error rate constraints.

Table II reports the designed constellations with maximum
number of points for fixed ε of 10−3, 10−5, and 10−6,
at SdB = 15 and 20, and IdB = 0.25SdB. We observe that
a triangle is initially formed with just 3 points then more
points are added to form more triangles next to one another.
At ε = 10−6 and SdB = 20, the designed constellation of
M = 7 looks like a hexagon with a center point. As we
relax the SER requirements to allow for more transmitted
points, we observe that the designed constellations are shaped
as concentric hexagons with multiple layers; for example, only
8 points are allowed for transmission for the SER constraint of
ε = 10−5 while 12 points can be sent for ε = 10−3. Generally,
the shape of the designed constellation tends to a hexagonal
lattice (the best packing in two dimensions) as M increases.

Table III reports the designed constellations with maximum
number of points for fixed ε of 10−0.82, 10−1.15, and 10−1.48,
at SdB = 20 and 30, and I = 2SdB. To obtain various values of
M (OPT)(ε), the SER constraints are set relatively high due to
the SNRs used in our example (see Fig. 3(b) in Appendix C
for a discussion on the SNR requirement subject to an SER
constraint). We observe that the designed constellations are
shaped as unequally-spaced PAMs. The intuition is that the
points are placed as far apart from one another as possible
(given the power constraint) so as to result in larger possible
minimum distances. As proved in Appendix A, the channel
at high INR is equivalent to the real-valued phase-fading
channel (see (43)) so it makes sense that the points are
placed according to the optimal packing in one dimension (at
least at high SNR), which is the equi-lattice (equally-spaced
points on a straight line). Note that our optimization algorithm
returns an optimized constellation, but any rotation of it is also
optimal; in other words, the optimal constellation is unique
up to a phase rotation, as long as this rotation is known at
the receiver. Thus, for sake of presentation, we aligned the
designed constellations to the ‘in-phase’ axis of the figures.
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TABLE III

DESIGNED CONSTELLATIONS WITH MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION RATES AT VARIOUS SdB AND IdB = 2SdB

4) Optimization Results for Constellations With Minimum
Error Rate: We show here the results from the optimization
problem in Subsection II-E2, where we aim to design a
complex-valued constellation that can yield the lowest SER
under average power and fixed constellation size constraints.

Table IV reports the designed constellations with minimum
symbol error rates for fixed number of points M in {4,8,16},
at SdB = 20, and for different values IdB/SdB. We observe that
the optimized constellation tends to shape like a concentric
hexagon when I � S, while it tends to shape like a unevenly
PAM when I � S. Notice that the shapes of the designed
constellations for minimizing the error rates are similar to
those of the complimentary problem of maximizing the trans-
mission rates. We heuristically observe that the highest SER
takes place in the range of INR’s close to SNR. We expect to
see a transitioning between a hexagonal constellation at low
INR and a PAM-like one at high INR around I ∼= S. However,
the exact value of IdB

SdB
where the transitioning occurs depends

on the SNR, modulation scheme and constellation size. The
values of IdB

SdB
used in Table IV were numerically chosen to

highlight this transition, in particular, we chose IdB = 20, 25,
and 28 for M = 4, 8, and 16, respectively.

5) Performance Comparison: We compare here the perfor-
mance, in terms of transmission and error rates, of the designed
constellations with the classical ones. Numerical results show
that our designed constellations outperform the others.

Table V compares the largest transmission rate of the
designed constellations with the practical ones, which are
PAM and PSK in our example, subject to the SER upper
bounded by ε = 10−1 at SdB = 10, 15, and 20 for low
INR, and SdB = 10, 20, and 30 for high INR. At low INR
(IdB = 0.25SdB), the designed constellations achieve the largest
rates. As I increases, less points can be sent. At high INR

Fig. 2. SER Comparison for M = 16 and S = 20 dB.

(IdB = 2SdB), the rates achieved by PSK and PAM are very
competitive with the designed constellations. In these cases,
the designed constellations have advantages of yielding a lower
SER.

Fig. 2 shows the SER as a function of normalized IdB
SdB

for
the designed constellations with M = 16 points at SdB = 20
in Table IV. Note that those constellations were optimized for
a fixed INR and may not be optimal for the whole INR range.
For comparison, we report the SER for the 16-PAM, 16-QAM,
and 16-PSK, as representatives of the practical constellations.
At low INR, the classical 16-PAM, 16-QAM, and 16-PSK are
markedly suboptimal; the best performance is attained by the
16-OPT-LOW, which was optimized for IdB = 0.25SdB = 5.
At mid INR, the 16-OPT-MID, which was optimized for
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TABLE IV

DESIGNED CONSTELLATIONS WITH MINIMUM SER AT SdB = 20 AND IdB = 0.25SdB = 5, IdB
∼= SdB = 20,

AND IdB = 2SdB = 40 FOR M = 4, 8, AND 16

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM M FOR DIFFERENT CONSTELLATIONS FOR ε = 10−1

IdB = 1.4SdB = 28 where the SER curve of the 16-OPT-
LOW crosses that of the 16-OPT-HIGH, performs slightly
better than 16-OPT-LOW and 16-OPT-HIGH. At high INR, the
16-PAM is very competitive with the 16-OPT-HIGH, which
was optimized for IdB = 2SdB = 40.

At all range of INR, our optimally designed constellations
outperform the practically-used ones in terms of SER. We thus
conclude that one should send a hexagonal-like constellation in
the low INR regime while a PAM constellation (as opposed to
an optimized unevenly spaced PAM) in the high INR regime.

III. MULTI-CARRIER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Narrowband single carrier systems, such as those studied
in the previous section, are no longer the physical layer
choice for high speed networks. LTE, WiFi and foreseeably
5G are OFDM-based. In this section, we consider a general
OFDM-based multi-carrier communications systems of N
subcarriers and L OFDM blocks with additive white Gaussian
noise and radar interference, as opposed to the single-carrier
system where N = L = 1. Here we assume a frequency-
selective channel with negligible Doppler such that all the
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standard assumptions for OFDM systems (i.e., narrow-band
flat-fading on each subcarrier, and free of inter-carrier inter-
ference) hold [21]. In the following, the channel is considered
flat, static, and known on each sub-carrier; extensions to other
fading models is left for future work.

A. System Model [19]

The OFDM-based communications system operates at a
carrier frequency of fC Hz with N subcarriers over a total
bandwidth of BC Hz. The transmitted communications signal
consists of L OFDM symbols, each with a duration of TC sec-
onds. The pulsed radar system operates at a carrier frequency
fR Hz over a bandwidth of BR Hz. The pulse repetition
interval (PRI) of the radar pulse wR (t) is TR seconds and
each pulse has width of τR seconds. The radar signal is
assumed to arrive at the OFDM receiver Td seconds after
the communications signal. This time delay Td is unknown
at the communications receiver and thus modeled as random.
The communications receiver is assumed to sample in syn-
chrony with the transmitted symbols, with the sampling period
of TS = 1/BC seconds, at the time instants t = dTS, d ∈
N. At the OFDM receiver, the discrete-time complex-valued
baseband received signal is expressed as

Y =
√

SX + I + Z ∈ C
N×L, (18)

where

• S ∈ R
N×N
+ is a diagonal matrix containing the average

Signal-to-Noise Ratios of the communications signal for
the corresponding subcarriers,

• X ∈ CN×L is a matrix of the transmitted symbols drawn
from the equally-likely complex-valued signal constella-
tion X = {x1, · · · , xM} with unitary average power,

• I ∈ CN×L is a matrix of the radar interference with rows
corresponding to the subcarriers and columns correspond-
ing to the OFDM blocks. This matrix is a function of the
random variable Nd := �Td

TS
�, which represents the time

delay in samples (justification given later), and
• Z ∈ CN×L is the proper-complex Gaussian noise, whose

components are independent with zero mean and unit
variance.

The random variables (X,Nd,Z) are mutually independent.
The matrix S is assumed fixed and known at the receiver.

The interference matrix I is obtained by passing the received
radar signal through the OFDM receiver chain. After sampling,
removing the cyclic prefix of length NCP samples, and
performing an N -point Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
the received radar signal at the OFDM receiver on the kth ∈
[0 : N − 1] subcarrier and mth ∈ [0 : L − 1] OFDM block of
the matrix I is given by (see [19] for detailed derivation)

Ik,m=DFT
�
vR,m[n]ej2πΔfnTS , n ∈ [0 : N − 1]

�
ejψm (19)

where vR,m [n] := wR
�
(n+mNC +NCP − Nd)TS

�
is the

sampled version of the passband radar signal wR(t) during the
mth OFDM block, NC := �TC

TS
� is the OFDM symbol duration

in samples, NR := �TR

TS
� is the pulse repetition interval of the

radar signal in samples, Δf := fR − fC is the difference

between the carrier frequencies of the two systems, and the
radar phase at the mth block is defined as

ψm := 2πTS
�
Δf (mNC +NCP ) − fRNd

�
. (20)

Note that some OFDM blocks might not experience
the radar interference as in practice the radar duty cycle
is low while the communications signal has 100% duty
cycle, i.e., τR ≤ TC ≤ TR. Let I denote the set of
OFDM block indices during which radar pulses take place,
i.e., I =

�
Td+nTR

TC

� 


n ∈
�
0 :
�
LTC−Td

TR

���
. Also define

εm := 1{m∈I} is the binary indicator of the event m ∈ I.
For a rectangular radar waveform, the sampled radar signal

in (19) is given by

vR,m[n] =

�
εmAR cm ≤ n < dm

0 otherwise,
n ∈ [0 : N − 1], (21)

where AR is its radar pulse amplitude, and cm and dm denote
the start and end of the non-zero content of vR,m [n] and are
given by

cm := [Nd −NCP ]+ · 1{εm=1} + 0 · 1{εm=0}, (22)

dm := [nR −NCP ]+ · 1{εm=1} + 1 · 1{εm=0}, (23)

where nR := � τR+Td
TS

� indicates the end of the radar pulse
at the OFDM receiver and [x]+ := max(0, x). By further
assuming that ΔfNTS is an integer, we can write (19) as
(see [19] for detailed derivation)

Ik,m := Ak,me
jΘk,m , k ∈ [0 : N − 1], m ∈ [0 : L− 1]

≈

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εmAR√
N

(dm − cm) ejψm

kN = 0
εmAR√
N

|sin (πkN (dm − cm) /N)|
sin (πkN/N)

ejψ
�
k,m

kN ∈ [1 : N − 1]

(24)

kN := (k − ΔfNTS)N , (25)

ψ�
k,m := ψm + πβk,m − π

kN
N

(dm + cm − 1), (26)

ψm in (20),

βk,m :=

⎧⎨
⎩

0, 0 ≤
�
kN (dm − cm)

N

�
2

≤ 1

1, else,
(27)

and where (a)N denotes a modulo N . Notice that the ampli-
tude and phase of the radar interference at the kth subcarrier
and mth OFDM block, denoted as Ak,m and Θk,m in (24),
respectively, are functions of Nd (through cm). Thus, the radar
interference matrix I from the channel model in (18) can
be expressed as a deterministic function of the random vari-
able Nd. Note also that the simplified expression in (24) is
a good approximation of the actual interference in (19) for
any ΔfNTS ∈ R+ (i.e., when removing the assumption that
ΔfNTS is an integer) [19].

The simplified expression in (24) asserts that for those
OFDM symbols and subcarriers that experience the radar
interference, the joint distribution of (Ak,m,Θk,m) is dom-
inated by a single amplitude for which the phase is
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essentially uniform. This general conclusion from [19] is not
restricted to rectangular radar pulses. Although here we have
restricted attention to a rectangular radar pulse for analyti-
cal simplicity, other waveforms lead to qualitatively similar
joint (amplitude and phase) distributions seen at the OFDM
receiver, and are expected to lead to similar overall conclusions
since our model requires only statistical knowledge of the
phase. With this in mind, the following radar parameters are
assumed to be known (or can be reliably estimated) at the
OFDM receiver in our model: the radar pulse shape including
the radar pulse width (τR) and the radar carrier frequency
(fR) are generally either public record or can be obtained
from the corresponding entity (e.g., a weather radar station),
and the dominant radar signal’s amplitude can be estimated as
explained in Section II-A.

We conclude this section with a couple of remarks.
The radar pulse can interfere with two OFDM blocks rather

than only one block as assumed in the above derivation; in this
case, the radar pulse will arrive towards the end of the mth

block and extend to the start of the (m+ 1)th block. Follow-
ing [20] and references therein for ATC radars, we assume that
the radar pulse width is smaller than the cyclic prefix interval,
i.e., τR < TCP . Thus, the first part of the radar pulse affects
the data part of the mth block, which increases the chance that
the receiver makes an error; its second part, however, corrupts
only the cyclic prefix part of the (m+ 1)th block, which will
not contribute to a higher error rate at the (m+ 1)th block as
its data is not damaged. As a result, the time lag between the
communications and radar signals at the receiver falls within
the range of the start of the radar-interfered OFDM block and
the end of that block. Hence, this time delay Td is assumed
uniform on [0, TC − τR) or, equivalently, the sampled time
delay Nd ∼ U {[0 : NC − nw]}, where nw = � τR

TS
� is the

sampled radar pulse width.
Finally, for the case of N = L = 1 with the assumption

that the radar PRI equals the OFDM symbol span, i.e., TR =
TC , the amplitude of the radar signal in (24) is approximately
deterministic and its phase Θk,m = f(Nd) is in fact Θ ∼
U [0,2π], as discussed in Section II.

B. Detection Schemes

Based on the channel model of an OFDM receiver suffering
from radar interference in (18), we can finally derive its
corresponding detection schemes. The conditional distribution
of the channel output Y = y ∈ C

NL×1 in (18) given the
communications input X = x ∈ CNL×1 and the random time
delay Nd = nd ∈ N is given by

fY|X,Nd(y|x, nd) =
e−	y−√

Sx−i(nd)	2

πNL
, (28)

where the radar interference matrix i(nd) ∈ CNL×1 is a
function of the random variable Nd with entries from (24)
as mentioned previously.

This unknown time delay Nd causes the received signal
to be correlated in both time and frequency according to
fY|X(y|x) = E[fY|X,Nd(y|x,Nd)] with Nd uniformly dis-
tributed over [0 : NC−nw]. The optimal ML detector decodes

N subcarriers and L blocks altogether. The suboptimal ML
detectors are categorized into three cases, based on the corre-
lation of the received signal: when it considers the correlation
in time only (referred to as the suboptimal time-correlated
decoder); when it considers the correlation in frequency only
(referred to as the suboptimal frequency-correlated decoder);
and when it considers the received signal as uncorrelated
(referred to as the suboptimal symbol-by-symbol detector).
Next, we derive the decoding schemes for these decoders that
minimize the probability of error.

1) Optimal ML Decoder: Based on the channel conditional
distribution in (28), the OPTIMAL receiver chooses an esti-
mate of the transmitted symbol X = x� ∈ CNL×1 for the
received signal Y = y ∈ CNL×1

�̂(OPT)(y) = arg max
x�∈{x1,x2,...,xMNL}
x�=[x1 x2...xNL]T

1
πNL(NC − nw + 1)

NC−nw�
nd=0

e
−

L−1�

m=0

N−1�

k=0
|[y]k,m−

√
Sk,m[x�]k,m−ik,m(nd)|2

,

(29)

where [a]k,m denotes the kth subcarrier and mth block of a.
2) Suboptimal Time-Correlated Decoder: The suboptimal

time-correlated decoder ignores the correlation in frequency
of the received signal and thus considers only the time
correlation. We shall refer to this detector as the “SUBTIME”
decoder. The SUBTIME receiver chooses an estimate of the
transmitted symbol X� = x�

� ∈ CL×1 for the received signal
Y� = y� ∈ CL×1 for all the blocks at the kth subcarrier

�̂(SUBTIME)
k (y�)

= arg max
x�

�∈{x�
1,x

�
2,...,x

�
ML}

x�
�=[x1 x2...xL]T

1
πL(NC − nw + 1)

NC−nw�
nd=0

e
−

L−1�

m=0
|[y�]k,m−

√
Sk,m[x�

�]k,m−ik,m(nd)|2
. (30)

The decoded block of size L at each kth subcarrier in (30) are
then put into a block of size NL, denoted as �̂(SUBTIME)(y) ∈
CNL×1, for the error rate analysis in Section III-C, and is
given by

�̂(SUBTIME)(y) =
�
�̂(SUBTIME)
k=0 (y�|m=0) . . . �̂

(SUBTIME)
k=N−1 (y�|m=0)

. . . �̂(SUBTIME)
k=0 (y�|m=L−1) . . . �̂

(SUBTIME)
k=N−1 (y�|m=L−1)

�T
.

(31)

3) Suboptimal Frequency-Correlated Decoder: The sub-
optimal frequency-correlated decoder ignores the correlation
in time of the received signal and thus considers only the
frequency correlation. We shall refer to this detector as the
“SUBFREQ” decoder. The SUBFREQ receiver chooses an
estimate of the transmitted symbol X�� = x��

� ∈ CN×1 for
the received signal Y�� = y�� ∈ CN×1 for all the subcarriers
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at the mth OFDM block

�̂(SUBFREQ)
m (y��) = arg max

x��
� ∈{x��

1 ,x
��
2 ,...,x

��
MN }

x��
� =[x1x2...xN ]T

1
πN (NC − nw + 1)

NC−nw�
nd=0

e
−

N−1�

k=0
|[y��]k,m−

√
Sk,m[x��

� ]k,m−ik,m(nd)|2
. (32)

The decoded block of size N at each mth block in (32) are
then put into a block of size NL, denoted as �̂(SUBFREQ)(y) ∈
CNL×1, for the error rate analysis in Section III-C, and is
given by

�̂(SUBFREQ)(y) =
�
�̂(SUBFREQ)
m=0 (y��); . . . �̂(SUBFREQ)

m=L−1 (y��)
�
. (33)

4) Suboptimal Uncorrelated Decoder: The suboptimal
uncorrelated decoder ignores the correlation in both frequency
and time of the received signal and is basically a symbol-
by-symbol detecter. We shall refer to this detector as the
“SUBNONE” decoder. The SUBNONE receiver chooses an
estimate of the transmitted symbol X = x� ∈ C for the
received signal Y = y ∈ C at the kth subcarrier and mth

block

�̂(SUBNONE)
k,m (y) = arg max

x�∈{x1,x2,...,xM}

1
π(NC − nw + 1)

NC−nw�
nd=0

e−|yk,m−
√
Sk,mx�−ik,m(nd)|2 . (34)

The decoded symbol at each mth block and kth subcarrier
in (34) are then put into a block of size NL, denoted
as �̂(SUBNONE)(y) ∈ C

NL×1, for the error rate analysis in
Section III-C, and is given by

�̂(SUBNONE)(y) = [�̂(SUBNONE)
0,0 (y) . . . �̂(SUBNONE)

N−1,0 (y)

. . . �̂(SUBNONE)
0,L−1 (y) . . . �̂(SUBNONE)

N−1,L−1 (y)]T .
(35)

Since the optimal receiver decodes the whole block (of
L symbols and N subcarriers) of the received signal, its
computation time increases with the constellation size and
numbers of subcarriers and symbols. The suboptimal receivers
reduce the decoding time by disregarding some or all of the
correlations in the received signal. Hence, the computational
complexity (in terms of decoding time) for each decoder is:

• O
�
MNL ×NL× (NC − nw)

�
for OPTIMAL decoder,

• O
�
ML ×NL× (NC − nw)

�
for SUBTIME decoder,

• O
�
MN ×NL× (NC − nw)

�
for SUBFREQ decoder,

and
• O (1 ×NL× (NC − nw)) for SUBNONE decoder.

C. Error Rate Analysis and Results

We now study the performance of the receivers in terms of
error rate. Here we look at two types of error rates: BLock
Error Rate (BLER) and Symbol Error Rate (SER). We consider
NB blocks, where each block is of size NL constellation
symbols (for all the L OFDM blocks and N subcarriers). The
BLER looks counts all �̂(y) for each block and calculates how

many blocks contain one or more symbol errors, while the
SER looks at how many incorrect symbols occur on average
in each �̂(y) block. Since the probability of the error event
fY|X(y|x�) < maxk:k �=� fY|X(y|xk), conditioned on x� sent,
does not seem to have a closed form expression, we proceed to
use Monte Carlo simulation to approximate them. In particular,
we evaluate the BLER and the SER as

BLER ≈ 1
NB

NB�
b=1

εb, (36)

where εb is the indicator function for the bth block that at least
one symbol is in error, and

SER ≈ 1
NL×NB

NB�
b=1

NL�
s=1

εb,s, (37)

where εb,s is the indicator function for an error in the sth

symbol of the bth block.
Next we evaluate the error rate performance of the various

decoders. The OFDM system operates at a carrier frequency
of fC = 2.84952 GHz (such that ΔfNTS is an integer) with
a total bandwidth of BC = 960 kHz. The cyclic prefix has a
length of NCP = 16. The selection of the available bandwidth
is consistent with an LTE communications system. The pulsed
radar system transmits a rectangular pulse of amplitude AR =
2.5 every TR = 83.33 μs at a carrier frequency of fR =
2.85 GHz. Based on the decoders in (29), (31), (33), and (35)
with the rectangular radar interference in (24), we conduct
various evaluations with different values for the number of
subcarriers N , number of OFDM blocks L, and sampled radar
pulse width nw. The modulation schemes considered in this
example are Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK), PAM, and
QAM, which are the commonly-used signal constellations.

Table VI shows the BLER and SER performances of all
the decoders with S = 10 dB at each subcarrier. As expected,
numerical results indicate that the OPTIMAL decoder always
outperforms the suboptimal decoders in terms of error rates,
both block and symbol, and that the SUBNONE decoder
(symbol-by-symbol detector) generally performs the worst as
it ignores all the correlations. The SUBTIME decoder is opti-
mal when there is only 1 channel in the system (i.e., N = 1) as
there is no correlation in frequency. Similarly, the SUBFREQ
decoder becomes optimal when there is only 1 OFDM block
(i.e., L = 1) as there is no correlation in time. Generally,
the SUBFREQ decoder performs competitively with (but usu-
ally slightly better than) the SUBNONE decoder; however,
it does not perform as well as the SUBTIME decoder. This
indicates that accounting for time correlation (i.e., decoding
several OFDM blocks at once at the expense of increased
complexity) is critical for good performance. There is a trade
off between the computation time and error rates when using
suboptimal decoders. Depending on an application, if the time
complexity is a major constraint (especially for large values
of M,N, and L) then the SUBTIME decoder is an excellent
compromise. Notice that both the BLERs and SERs increase
with the constellation size for the same system configurations
as seen in the case where M increases from 2 to 4 (i.e.,
the third to fifth rows in Table VI), in which BPSK yields
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TABLE VI

ERROR RATE (IN LOG-SCALE) COMPARISON FOR VARIOUS DECODERS, FOR DIFFERENT NUMBERS
OF SUBCARRIERS N , OF OFDM BLOCKS L, AND SAMPLED RADAR PULSE WIDTH nw

the lowest error rates while 4-PAM gives the highest error
rates. Notice also that an increase in the radar pulse width
degrades the performance of the system as seen in the case
where nw increases from 2 to 4 (i.e., the seventh and eighth
rows in Table VI).

We finally conclude that among all the suboptimal decoders,
the SUBTIME receiver consistently yields the lowest error
rates except for the case when L = 1 in which the SUBFREQ
receiver outperforms the SUBTIME receiver (i.e., the first row
in Table VI).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated a single-carrier system subject
to radar interference. The analysis of the symbol error rate
showed that the communications receiver should treat the radar
interference of weak power as Gaussian noise, while it should
subtract the radar interference of very strong power off the
received signal. The latter unfortunately results in a loss of
one of the two real-valued dimensions in the complex-valued
received signal, which has been shown to be unavoidable in
[25]. We then considered the designs of a two-dimensional
signal constellation able to better (than classical constellations)
handle this particular radar interference from two perspectives:
maximizing the transmission rate subject to average power
and error rate constraints, and minimizing the error rate
subject to a power constraint and a fixed rate condition.
We observed that the optimally designed constellation tends to
a concentric hexagon shape for low power radar interference
and to an unequally-spaced PAM shape for high power radar
interference. Although the detection scheme for the radar
interference of intermediate power cannot be expressed in a
closed-form, the result showed that the designed constellation
is shaped as a transition from a hexagonal-like shape at weak
radar interference to a PAM-like shape at very strong radar

interference. These findings may be of guidance in effectively
co-designing, or at least offer a baseline for comparison when
radar and communications systems share the same spectrum.

We also discussed a more complicated but practically
relevant model of a multi-carrier communications system.
We modeled the additive pulsed radar interference after being
processed by an OFDM receiver and analyzed several optimal
(in terms of minimizing the probability of error) and subop-
timal detection schemes. The unknown time lag between the
radar interference and communications signal, modeled as a
random variable, causes the received communications signal
to be correlated in both time and frequency. We categorized
the suboptimal decoders, based on the correlation, into three
types: the suboptimal time-correlated decoder considers the
correlation in time only; the suboptimal frequency-correlated
decoder considers the correlation in frequency only; while the
suboptimal uncorrelated decoder, also known as the symbol-
by-symbol detector, ignores the correlation in both time and
frequency. We evaluated the error rate performances of the
receivers with an interfering rectangular radar signal via
simulations and the result showed that the suboptimal time-
correlated receiver performs the best while the suboptimal
symbol-by-symbol receiver performs the worst.

APPENDIX A
EQUIVALENT REAL-VALUED PHASE-FADING GAUSSIAN

CHANNEL FOR VERY STRONG RADAR INTERFERENCE

The IC decoder in (6) is an approximation of the optimal
ML decoder in (4) when I � S � 1 and can be rewritten as

�̂(IC)(y) = arg min
�∈[1:M ]

�
|y −

√
Sx�| −

√
I
�2

= arg min
�∈[1:M ]

�
|y −√

Sx�|2 − I

|y −√
Sx�| +

√
I

�2

. (38)
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√
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√
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√

IejΘ|2 − I

= 2
√

I

�
|√Sx−√

Sx� + z|2
2
√

I
+ 	{e−jΘ(

√
Sx−

√
Sx� + z)}

�

I�S= 2
√

I
�
O
��

S/I
�

+
�
yeq −	{e−jΘ

√
Sx�}

��
, (39)

|y −
√

Sx�| +
√

I =
√

I

�
1 +

 
|√Sx−√

Sx� + z|2
I

+
2	{e−jΘ(

√
Sx−√

Sx� + z)}√
I

+ 1

�

I�S= 2
√

I
�
1 +O

��
S/I
��
, (40)

The numerator and the denominator in (38), by letting y =√
Sx+

√
IejΘ + z, can be approximated as

where in (39), shown at the top of this page, we defined

yeq := 	{e−jΘ(
√

Sx+ z)} = 	{e−jΘ(y −
√

IejΘ)}, (41)

and O(·) denotes the big “O” notation, i.e., f(x) = O(g(x))
if and only if there exists a positive real number κ and an
x0 such that |f(x)| ≤ κ|g(x)| for all x ≥ x0. Therefore,
by combining (39) and (40), as shown at the top this page,
we see that, in the regime I � S � 1, the IC decoder in (38)
can be approximated as

�̂(IC)(y)
I�S≈ arg min

�∈[1:M ]

�
yeq −	{e−jΘ

√
Sx�}

�2

=: �̂(ML)(yeq).

(42)

The right hand side of (42) is the optimal ML decoder of
a real-valued phase-fading Gaussian channel with fading Θ
known at the receiver; that is, for a channel with input X ∈ C

and output (Yeq,Θ) ∈ R2 where

Yeq :=
√

S	{e−jΘX} + Zeq ∈ R, Zeq ∼ NR(0,
1
2
). (43)

Another interpretation of (42) based on the right hand side
of (41) is that the decoder receives y then estimates and
“compensates” for the radar phase Θ but in doing so one of
the two real-valued dimensions of the received signal is lost.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THE SER FOR AN M -PAM FOR VERY STRONG

RADAR INTERFERENCE

The probability of error at high INR for the IC decoder
in (12) when an M -PAM with equally-likely unit-energy input
symbols is used, can be found as follows. We note that

rk(Θ) − r�(Θ)



 = 

xk cos(Θ) − x� cos(Θ)


 = dk,�| cos(Θ)|,

and therefore we do not need to distinguish various cases
depending on the sign (rk(Θ) − r�(Θ)). With this, we have
the following expressions for (14) and (15)

Δ+
k,�(Θ) = Δ−

k,�(Θ) =

�
S

2
d2

min cos2(Θ)

and thus,

Q
�
Δ+
k,�(Θ)

�
= Q

�
Δ−
k,�(Θ)

�
= Q

��
6S

M2 − 1
cos2(Θ)

�
.

Finally, for an M -PAM we get the exact probability of error

P (ML)
e,PAM ≤ P (IC)

e,PAM
I�S�1≈ 1

M

M�
�=1

EΘ

�
Q
�
Δ+
k,�(Θ)

�

+Q
�
Δ−
k,�(Θ)

��

=
2
M
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1 ·Q

��
6S

M2 − 1
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��

+
M − 2
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EΘ
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2 ·Q

��
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M2 − 1
cos2(Θ)

��

= 2
�

1 − 1
M

�
EΘ

�
Q

��
6S

M2 − 1
cos2(Θ)

��
.

APPENDIX C
SER PERFORMANCE FOR A PAM CONSTELLATION

Here we show the error rate as a function of SNR and
INR; the regime of interest is when both SNR and INR
are above 0 dB. Fig. 3(a) [26, Fig. 3] shows the Bit Error
Rate (BER) versus S and I in dB for the optimal decoder
for a 2-PAM constellation; similar plots can be obtained
for other constellations. It can be seen that at fixed SNR,
the BER increases with INR up to some point around INR ∼=
SNR, then the BER starts to decrease and flattens out to
an asymptote, which can be characterized in closed form as

2(1 − 1
M )EΘ

�
Q
��

6S
M2−1 cos2(Θ)

��
for an M -PAM; this

‘slice’ of the error rate curve for a fixed SNR is what we
chose to show in Figs. 1 and 2. For a fixed INR > 0, the BER
first decays polynomially with SNR for SNR < INR (i.e.,
high INR regime; IC decoder approximately optimal) and then
it decays exponentially to zero for SNR > INR (i.e., low
INR regime; TIN decoder approximately optimal). The ridge
around INR ∼= SNR, where the error rate attains its highest
value, is an undesirable operating point; we do not have an
intuitive explanation as to why the ‘peak’ happens at around
INR ∼= SNR except that the radar interference is neither low
enough to be ‘neglected’ or treated as a Gaussian noise (i.e.,
low INR regime; TIN decoder approximately optimal), nor
‘strong’ enough to be accounted for (i.e., high INR regime;
IC decoder approximately optimal).

The SER versus S in dB curves for a PAM constellation
of size M = 2,4, and 8 is shown in Fig. 3(b); two sets of
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Fig. 3. Error rate comparisons

curves are depicted: (1) I = 0 (the AWGN-only channel)
and (2) I → ∞ (the real-valued phase-fading channel). The
curves corresponding to a 2-PAM are slices of Fig. 3(a);
we notice that other M -PAM’s behave qualitatively like the
2-PAM constellation. Note also that imposing log10(SER) ≤
−3 requires SdB ≥ 45 for M = 2, SdB ≥ 55 for M = 4, and
SdB ≥ 63 for M = 8. Therefore, the proposed constellations
yield higher error rates than the tolerable SER in practice since
the SNR range used in our examples in Section II-E are low.
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